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HOPSMAN: An Experimental Optical
Packet-Switched Metro WDM

Ring Network With High-Performance
Medium Access Control
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Abstract—Future optical metropolitan area net-
works (MANs) have been expected to exploit ad-
vanced optical packet switching (OPS) technologies
to cost-effectively satisfy a wide range of applications
having time-varying and high bandwidth demands
and stringent delay requirements. In this paper, we
present the architecture and access control of our ex-
perimental high-performance OPS metro WDM
slotted-ring network (HOPSMAN). HOPSMAN has a
scalable architecture in which the node number is
unconstrained by the wavelength number. It encom-
passes a handful of nodes (called server nodes) that
are additionally equipped with optical slot erasers
capable of erasing optical slots resulting in an in-
crease in bandwidth efficiency. In essence, HOPSMAN
is governed by a novel medium access control (MAC)
scheme, called probabilistic quota plus credit
(PQOC). PQOC embodies a highly efficient and fair
bandwidth allocation in accordance with a quota be-
ing exerted probabilistically. The probabilistic quota
is then analytically derived taking the server-node
number and destination-traffic distribution into ac-
count. Besides, PQOC introduces a time-controlled
credit for regulating a fair use of the remaining band-
width, particularly in the metro environment with
traffic of high burstiness. Extensive simulation re-
sults show that HOPSMAN with PQOC achieves ex-
ceptional delay-throughput performance under a
wide range of traffic loads and burstiness.

Index Terms—Metropolitan area network (MAN);
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM); Optical
packet switching (OPS); Medium access control
(MAC); Bandwidth allocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

or long-haul backbone networks, optical wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) [1] has been

hown to be successful in providing virtually unlim-
ted bandwidth to support a large amount of steady
raffic based on the optical-circuit-switching (OCS)
aradigm. Future optical metropolitan area networks
MANs) [2,3], on the other hand, are expected to cost-
ffectively satisfy a wide range of applications having
ime-varying and high bandwidth demands and strin-
ent delay requirements. Such facts bring about the
eed of exploiting the optical-packet-switching (OPS)

3,4] paradigm that takes advantage of statistical
ultiplexing to efficiently share wavelength channels

mong multiple users and connections. Note that the
PS technique studied here excludes the use of opti-

al signal processing and optical buffers, which are
urrent technological limitations OPS faces. Numer-
us topologies and architectures [2–11] for OPS-based
DM metro networks have been proposed. Of these

roposals, the structure of slotted rings [5–12] re-
eives the most attention. Essentially, these slotted-
ing networks offer high-performance access and effi-
ient bandwidth allocation by means of medium
ccess control (MAC) schemes [2].

Before assessing the OPS WDM slotted-ring net-
orks, we first examine some formerly proposed MAC

chemes for ring networks. These schemes can gener-
lly be categorized as quota based or rate based. In
he quota-based schemes, each node is allocated a
uota that is the maximum transmission bound
ithin a variable-length cycle. Most of the research
ork focuses on the dynamic adjustment of the cycle

ength. Asynchronous transfer mode ring protocol
ATMR) [13] allows the last active node to initialize a
eset signal rotating on the ring to inform all nodes to
estart a new cycle. MetaRing [14] uses a token-based
ignal circulating around the ring. When a node re-
eives the token, it either forwards the token and thus
tarts a new cycle immediately or holds the token un-
2010 Optical Society of America
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til the node has no data to send or the quota of the
previous cycle expires. These schemes were shown to
achieve high network utilization and great fairness.
However, they cause cycle lengths to prolong several
ring times, resulting in a large maximum delay bound
and delay jitter, and thus poor bursty-traffic adapta-
tion. In the rate-based schemes, resilient packet ring
(RPR) (IEEE 802.17) [15] is based on a predetermined
leaky bucket rate to transmit data, in combination
with a local-fairness algorithm to resolve the potential
congestion problem. Compared with the quota-based
schemes, the rate-based scheme was shown to reduce
the maximum delay bound [16]. However, the leaky
rate is modified only after receiving the feedback from
the downstream nodes when congestion occurs. As a
result, due to using the predetermined rate and the
slow response to rate changes, the scheme yields poor
statistical multiplexing gain and dissatisfying delay-
throughput performance especially under the high-
burstiness fluctuating traffic condition. The goal of
this paper is to present a quota-based MAC scheme
that tackles the performance problem from the per-
spective of the determination of the quota rather than
the cycle length.

There have been numerous OPS WDM slotted-ring
networks proposed in the literature [2]. In the follow-
ing, we assess three well-known prototyping networks
that are most relevant to our work. First, the hybrid
optoelectronic ring network (HORNET) [5] is a bidi-
rectional WDM slotted-ring network in which each
node is equipped with a tunable transmitter and a
fixed-tuned receiver. It employs a MAC protocol,
called a distributed queue bidirectional ring (DQBR),
which is a modified version of the IEEE 802.16 dis-
tributed queue dual bus (DQDB) protocol [17]. DQBR
requires each node to maintain a distributed queue
via a pair of counters per each wavelength to ensure
that packets are sent in the order they arrive at the
network. With DQBR, HORNET achieves acceptable
utilization and fairness at the expense of high control
complexity for maintaining the same number of
counter pairs as that of wavelengths. Moreover, due to
the use of a fixed-tuned receiver, HORNET statically
assigns each node a wavelength as the home channel
for receiving packets. Such static wavelength assign-
ment results in poor statistical multiplexing gain and
thus throughput deterioration.

The second prototyping network is called a ring op-
tical network (RingO) [6], which is a unidirectional
WDM slotted-ring network with N nodes, where N is
equal to the number of wavelengths. Each node is
equipped with an array of fixed-tuned transmitters
and one fixed-tuned receiver operating on a given
home wavelength that identifies the node. Such a de-
sign gives rise to a scalability problem. RingO employs
a MAC protocol, called a synchronous round robin
ith reservations �SR3� [7], which is a combination of
he synchronous round-robin (SRR), token-control
uota-based (Multi-MetaRing), and slot-reservation
echanisms. The scheme was shown to achieve high

tilization and fairness. As for the fairness scheme,
ulti-MetaRing, it inherits all the pros and cons from

he MetaRing. Specifically, there are W numbers of to-
ens rotating on W wavelengths. The scheme encoun-
ers an additional problem in which a node may hold
everal tokens at the same time due to the fact that
nly one data packet can be sent per slot time. The
roblem results in an increase in access delay and
hroughput degradation.

The metro network of the European IST Data and
oice Integration over DWDM (DAVID) [8,9] at-
empted to address the overall efficiency of ring-to-
ing traffic and fairness and quality-of service (QoS)
ontrol inside a metro ring. DAVID is structured to be
omprised of several independent fiber rings intercon-
ected via a bufferless semiconductor-optical-
mplifier- (SOA-) based packet switch, i.e., the hub
ode. The hub node is responsible for forwarding data
ackets among different rings of the network in the
ptical domain via an available wavelength. Due to
aving multiple rings, the hub requires each node to
ake a slot reservation prior to the transmissions and

as to resolve a feasible wavelength-to-wavelength
ermutation [11] at all times. Within each ring, the
ulti-MetaRing scheme is employed to ensure the

airness control. Each active node is equipped with a
unable transmitter, a tunable receiver, and an SOA-
ased slot eraser, enabling high slot reuse but at the
xpense of prohibitive system cost.

Our major goal has been to design and prototype a
igh-performance optical-packet-switched metro
DM ring network (HOPSMAN) [4]. In this paper, we

resent the architecture and the MAC scheme of
OPSMAN. HOPSMAN has a scalable architecture

n which the node number is unconstrained by the
avelength number. Nodes are equipped with high-

peed photonic hardware components that are capable
f performing nanosecond-order OPS operations.
OPSMAN also encompasses a small number of

erver nodes that are additionally equipped with opti-
al slot erasers capable of erasing optical slots result-
ng in an increase in bandwidth efficiency. In essence,
OPSMAN incorporates a MAC scheme, called proba-
ilistic quota plus credit (PQOC). PQOC embodies a
ighly efficient and fair bandwidth allocation in accor-
ance with a quota being exerted probabilistically.
nlike the existing quota-based schemes, our goal is

o determine the quota rather than the cycle length.
aking the server-node number and destination-
raffic distribution into account, we analytically derive
he probabilistic quota. In addition, PQOC introduces
time-controlled credit for regulating a fair use of the
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remaining bandwidth, particularly in the metro envi-
ronment with traffic of high burstiness. Extensive
simulation results show that HOPSMAN with PQOC
achieves great fairness and exceptional delay-
throughput performance under a wide range of traffic
loads and burstiness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we present the network and node archi-
tectures of HOPSMAN. In Section III, we describe the
PQOC scheme and delineate the analysis for the de-
termination of the probabilistic quota. Simulation re-
sults are then shown in Section IV. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section V.

II. NETWORK AND NODE ARCHITECTURES

HOPSMAN is a unidirectional WDM slotted-ring
network with multiple WDM data channels (�1–�W, at
10 Gb/s) and one control channel (�0, at 2.5 Gb/s), as
shown in Fig. 1. Channels are further divided into
synchronous time slots. Each data-channel slot con-
tains a data packet in addition to some control fields
to facilitate synchronization. Within each slot time, all
data slots of W channels are fully aligned with the cor-
responding control slot. Each control slot is then sub-
divided into W minislots to carry the status of W data
slots, respectively.

HOPSMAN contains two types of nodes: ordinary-
node (O-node) and server-node (S-node). Each node of
both types has a fixed transmitter and receiver pair
for accessing the control channel. While an O-node is
a regular node with only one tunable transmitter and
receiver pair for accessing data channels, an S-node is
equipped with multiple tunable transmitter and re-
ceiver pairs and an additional optical slot eraser. It is
important to note that HOPSMAN requires at least
one S-node, and as will be shown later, bandwidth ef-
ficiency improves cost-effectively by using only a small
number of S-nodes.

The node architecture is shown in Fig. 2. It is best
described as consisting of two building blocks for
control-channel processing and data-channel access-
ing. For control-channel processing, a fixed optical

Fig. 1. (Color online) HOPSMAN: network architecture.
rop filter (ODF) at the input port first extracts the
ptical signal from the control channel slot by slot.
he control information is electrically received by a
xed-tuned receiver and processed by the MAC pro-
essor. While the control information is extracted and
rocessed, data packets remain transported optically
n a fixed-length fiber delay line. The channel timing
rocessor, in coordination with the SYNC monitoring
odule, is responsible for extracting the slot boundary

iming and for subsequently providing the activation
iming for other modules. Having obtained the control
nformation, namely, the status of W data channels,
he MAC processor then executes the PQOC scheme
o determine the add/drop/erase operations for all W
hannels and the status updates of the corresponding
inislots in the control channel. Finally, a fixed-tuned

ransmitter inserts the newly updated control signal
ack in the fiber, which is, in turn, combined with the
ata channels’ signal via the optical add filter (OAF).

Data-channel accessing corresponds to add and
rop operations of data packets based on the
roadcast-and-select configuration. Specifically, pack-
ts of all wavelengths are first tapped off (“broadcast”)
hrough wideband optical splitters. They are in turn
eceived (“selected”) via an optical tunable filter/
eceiver. The realization and use of such a tunable re-
eiver makes HOPSMAN scalable, namely, the num-
er of nodes is no longer constrained by the number of
avelengths. To transmit a packet onto a particular
avelength, the node simply tunes the tunable trans-
itter to the wavelength. Finally, to discontinue un-

eeded data packets on any wavelengths, the slot
raser (in an S-node only) employs a mux/demux pair
nd an array of W SOA on/off gates to reinsert new
ull signals on the wavelengths.

There are three main challenging issues about the
ardware implementation of HOPSMAN [4]. They are
he synchronization of the data and control channels,
he design and implementation of high-speed photonic
unable receivers, and optical slot erasers. We now
riefly describe our solutions to meeting these chal-
enges. First, the channel timing synchronization is

Fig. 2. (Color online) HOPSMAN node architecture.
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ensured via two levels of alignment: coarse-grained
and fine-grained synchronization. The first-level
coarse-grained synchronization is achieved by insert-
ing a fixed short-fiber delay line in the optical data-
channel path to accommodate the basic control com-
putation latency. The fine-grained synchronization is
accomplished by matching a fixed-pattern preamble
field (i.e., the SYNC field) at the beginning of each
control slot. Second, the fast optical tunable filter/
receiver is implemented based on a polarization-
insensitive four-wave-mixing (FWM) method, which
uses a sampled-grating distributed-Bragg-reflector
(SGDBR) fast tunable pumping laser and an SOA.
Due to the fact that the receiver’s tuning delay solely
depends on the tuning speed of the pumping laser, our
FWM-based tunable filter/receiver achieves a tuning
time of less than 25 ns. Finally, the optical slot eraser
has been built with a mux/demux pair and an array of
SOA gates, which can be turned on/off in 5 ns and
achieve an on/off extinction ratio greater than 30 dB.
More detailed information about the hardware design
and implementation can be found in [4].

III. MAC SCHEME—PROBABILISTIC QUOTA PLUS CREDIT

HOPSMAN is governed by a MAC scheme, called
probabilistic quota plus credit (PQOC). In this section,
we first describe the basic concepts of probabilistic
quota and credit. We then present the analytic deriva-
tion for the determination of the probabilistic quota,
which is followed by the detailed algorithm of the
scheme.

A. Basic Design

Before presenting the MAC scheme, we first intro-
duce a term that will be frequently used throughout
the rest of the paper. Since each O-node has only one
tunable receiver, receiver contention [2] occurs when
there is more than one packet destined for the same
receiver in a single slot time. Thus, two packets that
are destined for the same node are prohibited to si-
multaneously occupy a single slot time via two differ-
ent wavelengths. Likewise, because an O-node has
only one tunable transmitter, any O-node is restricted
to access at most one wavelength in a single slot time.
Such a limitation is referred to as the vertical-access
constraint.

The entire WDM ring is divided into a number of
cycles (see Fig. 3), each of which is composed of a pre-
determined, fixed number of slots. Basically, PQOC al-
lows each node to transmit a maximum number of
packets (slots), or quota, within a cycle. Significantly,
even though the total bandwidth is equally allocated
o every node by means of the quota, unfairness sur-
risingly appears when the network load is high. This
s because upstream nodes can access empty slots
rst, resulting in an increasing tendency for down-
tream nodes to encounter empty slots that are lo-
ated vertically around the back of the cycle. This is-
ue, as well as the vertical-access constraint, gives
ise to poorer throughput and delay performance for
ownstream nodes. To resolve the unfairness problem,
he quota is exerted in a probabilistic rather than a
eterministic fashion, as “probabilistic quota” implies.
n other words, rather than transmitting packets im-
ediately if there remains quota (and idle slots of

ourse), each node makes the transmission decision
ccording to a probability. For example, the probabil-
ty is set to be equal to the quota divided by the cycle
ength. The determination of the probabilistic quota
ill be detailed in the following subsection. Such an
pproach evenly distributes the idle slots within the
ntire cycle at all times and thus eliminates unfair-
ess against downstream nodes. It is worth noting
hat, using the probabilistic quota a node may end up
aking fewer packet transmissions than its quota.
his is caused by failing to find idle slots when the ac-
ess is permitted according to the probability. The
roblem can be simply resolved by unconditionally
ranting a packet transmission in a subsequent slot
ime when there exists an idle slot.

Furthermore, if a node cannot use up its entire
uota in a cycle, i.e., has fewer packets than its quota,
he node yields the unused bandwidth (slots) to down-
tream nodes. In return, the node earns the same
umber of slots as credits. These credits allow the
ode to transmit more packets beyond its original
uota in a limited number of upcoming cycles, called
he window. That is, the credits are only valid when
he number of elapsed cycles does not exceed the win-
ow. The rationale behind this design is to regulate a
air use of the unused remaining bandwidth particu-
arly in the metro environment with traffic that is
ursty in nature. Notice that there are system trade-
ffs in PQOC involving cycle length and window size.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Cycle and slot structures.
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For example, the smaller the cycle length, the better
the bandwidth sharing, and the larger the window
size, the better the bursty-traffic adaptation, both at
the cost of more frequent computation. The cycle
length and window size can be dynamically adjusted
in accordance with the monitored traffic load and
burstiness via network management protocols. These
issues go beyond the scope of this paper.

The implementation of PQOC is fairly simple. As
shown in Fig. 3 each control slot contains a header (for
synchronization purposes) and W minislots carrying
the statuses of the corresponding W data slots. There
are four distinct states for each data slot—BUSY,
BUSY/READ (BREAD), IDLE, and IDLE/MRKD (IM-
RKD). A node wishing to transmit in a cycle and at-
taining access permission on the basis of probabilistic
quota must first find an IDLE slot. If it succeeds, the
node transmits the packet and alters the state from
IDLE to BUSY. Otherwise, the node unconditionally
transmits its packet on the next available slot without
casting the probability again. A destination node that
has successfully dropped a packet modifies the slot
state from BUSY to BREAD. This allows the next
S-node to erase the data slot by changing the status
from BREAD back to IDLE, enabling slot reuse by
downstream nodes. Furthermore, if a node has no
packets to transmit but attains access permission on
the basis of probabilistic quota, the node then earns
the remaining number of slots as credits for future
use, by altering the same number of data slots from
IDLE to IMRKD. Finally, a node uses its credits to
transmit more packets beyond the probabilistic quota
on any IMRKD data slots within the window, and sub-
sequently updates the state to BUSY.

B. Bandwidth Allocation—Probabilistic Quota
Determination

Assume that there are S server nodes (S-node 1 to
S-node S) in the network dividing itself into S sections
(sections 1 to S). Each section contains more than one
node including the server node of the section. To sim-
plify the illustration, the S-node for a section is placed
in the most downstream location in that section.
Namely, section 1 is preceded by S-node S in section S,
and section k is preceded by S-node k−1 in section k
−1, for k=2 to S. More specifically, for a network with
N nodes, we have N=�k=1

S Nk, where Nk is the total
number of nodes in section k.

Moreover, a slot passed by an S-node is considered
as either available bandwidth (AB) if the slot is empty
or erased or used bandwidth (UB) if the slot is non-
empty and cannot be erased (has not been read).
Thus, the quota for a node can be computed as the
mean value of the total amount of AB observed by a
section divided by the total number of nodes in the
ection. For instance, in an observed section (referred
o as section b), we attain Qb=ABb /Nb, where Qb de-
otes the quota to be allocated to any node in section
, ABb is the mean value of the total amount of AB
assed down by S-node b−1, and Nb is the total num-
er of nodes in section b. It is worth noting that the
alue of ABb is relevant to the destination traffic dis-
ribution. S-nodes are also expected to receive more
raffic than O-nodes. Thus, in the following, we derive

closed form for ABb under an assumption that a
robability pA of destination traffic is uniformly dis-
ributed among all nodes (including the S-nodes),
hile the remaining probability 1−pA �=pS� of traffic

s additionally destined to all S-nodes. Clearly in the
ase of pS=0, destination traffic is uniformly distrib-
ted among all nodes in the network. Regarding the
alue of pA, it can be obtained through periodic traffic
onitoring via network management protocols, which

re beyond the scope of this paper.

The value of ABb can be computed as the mean total
andwidth (total number of slots in a cycle) minus the
ean UB. Thus, in the following we analyze the mean
B passed through S-node b−1. The analysis is pre-

ented in two parts: one is to consider the transmis-
ions from any section to itself, and the other is to con-
ider the transmissions from a section to the other
ections. For the first part, since the total amount of
raffic (slots) generated from any section (take section

as an example) is QkNk, the traffic amount from
ection k to section k itself is �QkNkpS /S�
�QkNkpANk /N�. Of this amount of traffic, the fraction

QkNkpS /S�+ �QkNkpANk /2N� will be erased by section
’s most downstream node, i.e., S-node k. Notice that
he second term corresponds to the traffic sent from
pstream to downstream nodes within section k.
herefore, the remaining traffic, QkNkpANk /2N,
hich is sent from downstream to upstream nodes
ithin section k, will be passed through the entire

ing and seen by section b as UB.

For the second part, let’s take section b+2 as an
xample. The traffic that is sent from section b+2,
assed through the entire ring, and seen by S-node
−1 and section b as UB, is the total amount of traf-
c destined to sections b and b+1. Thus, the mean
B becomes Qb+2Nb+2��ps /S�+ �pANb /N��+Qb+2Nb+2
��ps /S�+ �pANb+1 /N��. Finally, with all sections taken

nto account by summing all UB that passes through
-node b−1, and given that the total bandwidth in a
ycle is CW (where C is the total number of slots in a
ycle and W is the number of data channels), we ob-
ain ABb as the following equation:

ABb = CW − �
k=1

S �QkNk�pANk

2N
+ Uk�	 ,

here
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Notice that Eq. (1) cannot be solved because there is
more than one unknown variable (ABb and Qk’s) in the
equation. In the following, we solve the equation un-
der a prevailing case in which S-nodes are evenly lo-
cated in the network, namely, N1=N2=N3= . . . =NS
=N /S. In this case, due to the same behavior of
S-nodes, we obtain the same quota Q, where Q
=AB / �N /S�, for all nodes in the network. With this ad-
ditional equation and the simplified version of Eq. (1)
as

AB = CW − �
k=1

S �Q
N

S � pA

2S
+

k − 1

S �	 , �2�

we can attain the closed-form solution for Q, as

Q =
CW

N � 2S

S − pS + 2� . �3�

With the quota determined, we are now ready to ob-
tain the probabilistic quota, denoted as PQ. Given the
total number of packets currently in the queue as
npqueue, PQ can simply be expressed as

PQ = min�Q

C
,
npqueue

C � . �4�

C. Detailed Algorithm

The detailed PQOC algorithm is given in Fig. 4. An
npqueue number of packets that have newly arrived or
failed to transmit in the previous cycle are scheduled
to transmit in the current cycle. The algorithm is ex-
ecuted on a per-slot basis. If the slot is marked as the
beginning of a cycle, the algorithm determines three
variables: PQ, the number of idle slots to be marked
�nsimrkd�, and the number of credits available up to
this cycle �nc�. Basically, PQ is computed with Eq. (4),
nsimrkd takes the greater value between 0 and �Q
−npqueue�, and nc is calculated on a sliding window ba-
sis. nc can also be given based on a fixed window
rather than the sliding window strategy. Usually, a
sliding window strategy is superior to a fixed window
strategy with respect to bursty-traffic adaptation, al-
beit at the cost of requiring greater computing effort
and storage needs. Finally, the primary work of the al-
gorithm is to determine whether transmission of
ackets is allowed or not, as clearly depicted in the
ransmission process (Steps 5 and 6) in Fig. 4.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results to
emonstrate the performance of HOPSMAN with re-
pect to throughput, access delay, and fairness. The
ettings of parameters for simulation are given in the
ollowing. The network has a total of 20 nodes �N
20�, in which node 1 is always designated as an
-node. There are 20 cycles on the ring. Each cycle
onsists of 100 slots per wavelength. Without specific
ndication, traffic destinations are assumed to be uni-
ormly distributed among all nodes �pS=0�. The credit
indow size is 10. Traffic is generated following either
Poisson distribution or a two-state (H and L) Mar-

ov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) [18] for mod-
ling smooth and bursty traffic, respectively. Specifi-
ally, the MMPP is characterized by four parameters
�, �, �H, and �L), where � ��� is the probability of
hanging from state H (L) to L (H) in a slot, and �H
�L� represents the probability of arrivals at state H
L). Accordingly, given �L=0, the mean arrival rate
an be expressed as ���H / ��+��, and traffic bursti-
ess �B� can be given by B= ��+�� /�. Finally, simula-
ion is terminated after reaching a 95% confidence in-
erval. Due to having multiple S-nodes, the traffic
ntensity (TI) to be generated per slot per wavelength

Fig. 4. (Color online) Detailed PQOC algorithm.
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is unequal to the normalized load �L� per slot per
wavelength. They can be related, however, according
to Eq. (3), as

TI = L
Q

CW/N
= L� 2S

S − pS + 2� . �5�

From Eq. (5), given S S-nodes in the network, the
maximum value of TI [defined as the maximum
throughput �Tmax

S �] occurs at the normalized load L be-
ing equal to one. That is,

Tmax
S =

2S

S − pS + 2
. �6�

From Eq. (6), we observe that Tmax
S increases when

pS is increased. This is because more traffic destined
to S-nodes will enable more data slots being erased,
i.e., more usable bandwidth after S-nodes. Conse-
quently, if the network inspects that an extra percent-
age of traffic is additionally and constantly being sent
to S-nodes �pS�, it can recompute and extend the value
of quota for each user achieving greater throughput.
As previously described, the determination of the pS
value is a network management issue and out of the
scope of the paper.

In Fig. 5, we first draw comparisons of the analytic
and simulation results on system throughput under
different S-node numbers and two different tunable-
transceiver-pair settings. Analytic results are ob-
tained based on Eqs. (5) and (6). In the simulation, we
assume there are 60 nodes in the network. The results
plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are obtained from the
system with one and two pairs of optical tunable
transceivers at each node, respectively. First, we ob-
serve from Fig. 5(a) that due to the vertical-access
constraint when each node is equipped with only one
pair of tunable transceivers, the resulted throughput
performance is lower than the theoretical maximal

Fig. 5. Analytic and simulation results on sys
hroughput that is derived by the above analysis. To
ustify this fact and to demonstrate the validity of the
nalysis, we use the second setting in which each node
s equipped with two pairs of tunable transceivers,
ith the result that the vertical-access constraint is

ifted. Results are shown in Fig. 5(b). From the figure,
nalytic results are shown to be in profound agree-
ent with the simulation results. Moreover, it is clear

hat increasing the S-node number results in an im-
rovement in throughput, but at a declining rate as
he number of S-nodes grows. For example, the
hroughput improves most dramatically when the net-
ork changes from having one S-node to two S-nodes.
he result explains the economy and efficiency of
OPSMAN behind the scarce use of S-nodes.

Focusing on the network with one S-node (Node 1),
e next examine the throughput and delay perfor-
ance of HOPSMAN under various loads and bursti-

ess. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 6. As de-
icted in Fig. 6(a), despite the vertical-access
onstraint, the probabilistic-quota design helps HOP-
MAN achieve 100% throughput and fairness under
ll loads that are less than or equal to 0.9. However,
s the network becomes highly saturated when the
oad reaches 0.99, we observe inevitable throughput
eterioration for downstream nodes as a result of the
ertical-access constraint. An intensive comparison of
elay with and without the probabilistic-quota design
ill be given shortly. We show in Figs. 6(b)–6(d) that
OPSMAN guarantees delay fairness under all non-

aturated loads. As expected, delay increases with the
raffic burstiness. Most importantly, as shown in Fig.
(b), HOPSMAN achieves remarkably low delay un-
er L=0.7. Taking this result, along with other results
n Fig. 6(a) taken into consideration, it is clear that
OPSMAN achieves superior bandwidth allocation
nder heavier loads while being able to provide ran-
om access under lighter loads.

We now study the impact of credit window size on

throughput under different S-node numbers.
tem
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mean access delay under various traffic burstiness.
Simulation results are plotted in Fig. 7. As shown in
the figure, mean delay declines with increasing win-
dow size under all burstiness. However, as was men-
tioned previously, larger window sizes result in higher
computational complexity. Fortunately, we have dis-
covered that such delay reduction occurs most effec-
tively around smaller window sizes (less than ten).
Thus, the results can serve as a guideline on the de-
termination of an appropriate and small window size
satisfying an acceptable grade of delay.

Recall that in PQOC one uses credit to access slots
beyond the quota in order to exert fair access control

Fig. 6. Throughput and del

Fig. 7. Credit window size under various burstiness.
f the remaining unused bandwidth on all nodes. This
s demonstrated in the following via simulation for a
etwork with malicious nodes. In the simulation,
odes 5 and 15 are malicious nodes. While each mali-
ious node generates excessive loads of 0.09, each
ther node generates a load of 0.045, rendering the
etwork highly saturated, namely, with a total load of
.99. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 8. In the
gure, we draw a comparison of delay between the
QOC scheme (with credit) and PQO (without the
redit) under two burstiness levels of traffic. As shown
n Fig. 8(a), under low-burstiness traffic, PQOC

akes the two malicious nodes suffer severe delay
hile leaving other normal nodes completely unaf-

ected. On the contrary, the PQO scheme without
redit gives rise to delay deterioration (and thus un-
airness) to the neighboring nodes of the two malicious
odes. As the traffic burstiness increases, the delay
nfairness problem worsens as shown in Fig. 8(b). In
his case, PQOC can still guarantee a high grade of
airness among all nodes, except for several down-
tream nodes due to network saturation. Thus, the
QOC scheme is evidently robust and fair even when
nder attack by malevolent nodes.

We next examine in Fig. 9 the impact of the proba-
ilistic quota design on access delay under a variety of
oads and burstiness. In the simulation, we draw a de-
ay comparison between the PQOC scheme and the

performance of HOPSMAN.
ay
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QOC scheme where the quota is exerted in a deter-
ministic manner. As shown in Fig. 9(a), under medium
loads of traffic, both schemes yield superlatively low
delay. However, as the burstiness increases, despite
the fact that QOC attains slightly better delay due to
deterministic transmissions, the scheme begins show-
ing signs of delay unfairness for downstream nodes, as
shown in Fig. 9(b). Worst of all, as the load increases
[see Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)], as a result of the vertical-
access constraint, the QOC scheme not only under-
goes severe unfairness toward downstream nodes but

Fig. 8. Credit impact on delay for netw

Fig. 9. Impact of probabilistic exertion o
lso incurs deteriorating delay for all nodes. In other
ords, PQOC is superior to QOC at a negligible cost.

It is worth noting that PQOC still incurs minor un-
airness under exceedingly high loads due to the
ertical-access constraint. Such a problem can be miti-
ated by applying unequal probabilistic quotas to
odes of different locations.) Consequently, the PQOC
cheme invariably achieves superior delay and fair-
ess irrespective of traffic loads and burstiness.

with malicious nodes (nodes 5 and 15).

ota under various loads and burstiness.
f qu
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the architectural
design and access control, i.e., PQOC, of our experi-
mental optical packet-switched metro WDM slotted-
ring network, HOPSMAN. In addition to ordinary
nodes (O-nodes), HOPSMAN encompasses a few
server nodes (S-nodes) that are equipped with optical
slot erasers, resulting in a significant increase in sys-
tem throughput. Essentially, the PQOC scheme em-
ploys a novel probabilistic-quota-based method to
achieve fair and efficient bandwidth allocation. Given
the number of S-nodes and destination-traffic distri-
bution, we derived a closed-form formula for the deter-
mination of the probabilistic quota. PQOC also uses a
window-constrained credit-based approach to facili-
tate versatile allocation of the remaining bandwidth
under highly bursty and fluctuating traffic environ-
ments. Simulation results delineated that HOPSMAN
achieves 100% throughput when there are only two
S-nodes in the network. Furthermore, HOPSMAN
with PQOC was shown to achieve highly efficient and
fair bandwidth allocation under various traffic loads
and burstiness. Finally, HOPSMAN was justified ro-
bust and fair when under attack by malevolent nodes.
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